Blurring the notional boundary between the digital and the physical in social activity spaces helps blend—and motivate—online and face-to-face community participation.

Much effort has gone into creating online spaces for people to meet, network, share, and organize. However, relatively little effort has gone into creating awareness of online social activities in physical community places. Here we describe how we developed and promoted two especially engaging online community spaces—CHIplace and CSCWplace—using large-screen, interactive displays that mix online community information with content generated at the conference itself. Our goal is to raise awareness of the value of online virtual communities within the offline, face-to-face events. We describe the two deployments—at CHI.
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More and more online networking spaces are being established for communities of interest, practice, and circumstance. While much has been said and written about the interaction in such spaces among people who never meet physically, online forums mapping to face-to-face social networks are increasingly popular. Examples of communities of interest include www.tribe.net, www.friendster.com, and www.meetup.com, and of communities of practice, CHIplace and CSCWplace. The latter two were designed for people involved in the design and use of computer applications. For them, community participation takes place both online and offline, with offline meetings taking the form of conferences, seminars, and workshops.

We have found that development of online forums in communities of interest and practice is usually a slow process. Little is done to promote them, and, unlike physical community gathering places, casual, drive-by encounters are unlikely. When developing such forums, we therefore provide windows blurring the notional boundary between digital and physical activity spaces and look to blend online and face-to-face community participation. We focus on enabling unplanned, everyday encounters with online commu-
We intentionally invert the logic of virtual environment construction, which has historically involved representing real physical objects within digital spaces.
online communities; and
• Encourage participation at all levels.

Consequently, we sought to provide a system—called PlasmaPlace—for presenting content blended from a variety of sources related to online community activities, including CHIplace, CSCWplace, conference Web sites, local information sites (such as restaurants), and daily content (such as photos and Weblogs) uploaded directly to PlasmaPlace. The PlasmaPlace system collected this content and, where appropriate, re-purposed and re-represented it to be attractive to passersby from a large-screen display. It allowed quick navigation of the content to people stopping to browse, then encouraged them to follow up by guiding them to online community resources. The PlasmaPlace installations were each located in the Internet access rooms of the conferences, so computers were available nearby for public use.

The design of PlasmaPlace involved two elements: visual look and feel and display-processing and interaction mechanism.

PlasmaPlace appearance and content. Based on our own experiments concerning the most effective way to post content on the PlasmaPlace display, we identified the following design criteria:

• People respond positively to faces and other indications of community member identity, including names and contact information;
• People are attracted to large central displays as a focus of attention;
• People respond positively to having an overall sense of the content in the display;
• People respond positively to the poster-board format and the poster genre of information presentation; and
• People respond positively to changing content and are sensitive to the rate of that change; too quick is distracting or disturbing; too slow makes it appear static and less interesting.

The PlasmaPlace design, oriented in portrait format, intentionally mimicked the design of physical poster boards, as they are a familiar format for advertising content.

Content displayed at the CHI 2002 installation consisted of: upcoming events listings (areas A and C in Figure 2a); comments and information from conference attendees posted during the conference as blogs (area B); pictures from the conference uploaded directly to the poster (area D); and names and faces of people in the online community (area F). This arrangement provided a comfortable view of selected content, while also permitting at-a-glance views of other content that might be of interest.

We used the same layout and content arrangement for the CSCW 2002 installation (see Figure 2a), though aspects of the PlasmaPlace interface design were adapted for the conference theme and its location (New Orleans).

Display processing and interaction. We designed all content areas of the display to cycle automatically when users were not interacting with them. For example, information from areas B–D and F cycled into the main viewing area (area E) in order, while the content in the smaller display areas cycled from their respective sources.

We designed two basic modes of interaction with the content: selection of general content area of interest (such as schedule, people, and photos) and browsing within that content area. Browsing consisted of a simple forward and backward traversal through a repeating list of content.

At CHI 2002, we used a large trackball for input selection to simplify the installation. People could use the two buttons on the trackball to switch the display selection to the next or previous item in the PlasmaPlace selection order. Spinning the trackball scrolled the selected display.

For CSCW 2002, we used a touchscreen overlay instead of the trackball. People touching any of the selectable areas—Happenings, Schedule, Photos, and People—caused the cycling to pause and move that content into the main viewing area. Touch selection allowed people to follow any Web links displayed in this area. However, we restricted navigation to a predefined list of sites and domains, reinforcing the notion that full access to content and online facilities should be made through a normal desktop session available nearby. When a user tried to navigate beyond these environs, a message would appear with instructions about how to use the nearby Internet room facilities.

Usage observations. The PlasmaPlace posters attracted considerable interest at both conferences. Interaction data logged at the displays indicated frequent interaction and that activity peaks mapped well to conference break times (see Figure 3). Our informal observations of how the posters were used found people noticing, touching, and talking about the PlasmaPlace screens, as in Figure 2b.

Conference participants also discussed and signed up for the online community spaces. Our usage logs found that 92 CHIplace and 11 CSCWplace participants registered for the online forum using the public computers compared to 1,058 during the 14 months before CHI 2002 and 154 during the two months before CSCW 2002. The CHIblogs feature we introduced just before...
the start of the CHI 2002 conference for participants to submit tidbits, stories, events, questions, insights, and interactions received a total of 26 entries (two with photos), with eight of them receiving supplemental comments. At CSCW 2002, in place of blogs, we added a camera-upload interface for people to submit photos. On the first day, 20 photos were uploaded.

Comments collected at the conferences and our own analysis of the touchscreen interaction—selection, pausing, and scrolling of content—indicated that images were the most popular content for PlasmaPlace viewers; 62% of the recorded interaction events were related to the selection of images from the conferences. Selection of personal profiles accounted for 19% of all interaction events. Content related to the conferences themselves accounted for 8% of interaction events; 6% of the interaction events were related to scrolling, browsing, and navigating content; and 5% involved seeking information about the online community spaces.

Inspiration. Our work draws inspiration from previous research in digital community displays and in the blurring of digital and physical social spaces. In the former, large-screen, situated interactive displays are increasingly used in retail spaces and workplaces, at professional gatherings, and in recreational spaces for remote and collocated collaboration, as well as for information coordination and distribution [3, 7]. An example of public displays being used in conference settings to encourage social networking is Intel’s Proactive Displays, which were installed at the Ubicomp 2003 conference in Seattle. Attendees created personal profiles on public computers; identification tags would trigger this content to be displayed when they passed by sensors. The idea of joining physical spaces through mediating technologies is not new. Media space experiments have proved successful in various settings (such as supporting activity awareness among distributed work groups) [2]. Similarly, offering representations of online activity in the offline, physical world is also increasingly common. An example is AROMA, or the Abstract Representation Of presence supporting Mutual Awareness, where data from sensors is re-represented abstractly across a network of displays to provide awareness of other people’s activities [8].

Research in graphical virtual environments has explored the concept of “hybrid realities” in which, say, video streams of real-world activity are projected into graphical, virtual landscapes [9]. Art installations, including the SimGallery Project [2], offer online, functional analogues of physical spaces gamers might visit while playing and visitors in the physical environment can explore from kiosks.

Conclusion
We used interactive, large-screen, public displays to promote awareness of the activities of two online communities—CHIplace and CSCWplace—at the CHI 2002 conference and at the CSCW 2002 conference, respectively. The design of the displays mixed content
from the online community spaces with content created by attendees at the conferences; this content included blogs and photos. Usage data indicated that the PlasmaPlace display was popular among conference attendees who noticed, touched, and talked about the PlasmaPlace screens elsewhere throughout the conferences. The display was also an effective advertisement for the online community spaces. Not only did attendees contribute content related to the conferences themselves, some joined as members of the online spaces.

In reviewing the installations, we found that the communities we designed for reflected certain special characteristics that must be considered by any system designer when thinking about the general applicability of our efforts and their underlying principles and theories. As in many communities of practice, social networking and the maintenance of ongoing professional relationships are central to these communities. However, face-to-face meetings are infrequent (only once every year or two), and the communities consist largely of computer professionals and others highly skilled in related disciplines. Thus, the sharing of digital media artifacts is common and involves people with a high level of curiosity about experimental technology intervention.

To explore the general applicability of our finding that people respond positively to the blurring of the boundary between online and offline participation in communities, we recently installed a digital community bulletin board in a café/gallery in San Francisco, linking it to an online community space where content about café activities is posted. Our future research will address the effect of the display (called the eyeCanvas) on people’s activities in the physical space of the café, as well as on the uptake and use of the online space by local community members. Our design process began with interviews of café management, clientele, and contributing artists. We expect to follow up with observations of their activities, along with comparative analysis of online activity on the café Web site before and after the introduction of the eyeCanvas.
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